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Abstract In this paper we investigated the point-wise time-space estimates of the fundamental solution 
for higher order Schrödinger equation.  
These estimates improve the result of Yao [2] and generalize the one of Cui [1]. 
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The great leader comrade Kim Il Sung said as follows. 
“We should further strengthen scientific research and rapidly develop science and 
technology so that any scientific and technical problems in economic construction can be 
solved as soon as they arise and thus successfully make the national economy scientific and 
fully ensure that it becomes Juche-orientated and modern.”(“Kim Il Sung Works” Vol. 35, 312p) 
This paper is concerned with the estimates of fundamental solution for higher order 
Schrödinger equation.  
In the case when symbol function is inhomogeneous elliptic non-degenerate polynomial, Cui 
[1] obtained the sharp point-wise time-space estimate of the fundamental solution for higher order 
Schrödinger equation. In 2008, Yao [2] introduced a kind of degenerate polynomial class and 
established a point-wise time-space estimate for those functions. 
We improved the global estimate of Yao [2] to the best one and this estimate generalizes 
the result of Cui [1]. 
We consider the following equation. 
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where ( )nxxiD ∂∂∂∂−= /,,/ 1 L , RR: →nP  is an inhomogeneous elliptic polynomial which 
satisfies the following condition. 
Condition )( bH [2] nk 1)}({ ξλ  are the eigen-values of Hessian of P  and 10 ≤≤ b . 
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② nk 1)}({ ξλ  have the same sign. 
When 1=b , )( 1H  is equivalent to the non-degenerate condition of P [1]. 
In the rest of this paper we will denote by C  the generic constants independent of ξ,, xt . 
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By our assumptions, there exists a constant 0>L  such that L≥|| ξ :  
1)2( |||)(|,|||)(| −− ≥∇≥ mbmk CPC ξξξξλ . 
Using the Fourier transform, the solution of equation (1) is given by  
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Theorem 1 Assume that P  is inhomogeneous elliptic polynomial and satisfies the condition 
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where ]2)2)(12/[( +−−= mbnσ . 
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One can easily obtain the following estimates. 
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Let us estimate ),(12 xtI .  
By the definition of 2Ω . 21 |,/||||)(| Ω∈∀∇ − ξξξ txP m ～～  holds true, hence there exists 
certain constants 0, 21 >CC  such that 1
1
212 |/|:},||2:{ −=<<∈⊂Ω mn txrrCrCR ξξ . 
Assume that rCL 1<  (If rCL 1≥ , then it is easy to get CxtI ≤|),(| 12 ). To this end, choose 
a finite set 1}{ −⊂ nSvξ  such that 4/1|| ≥− ′vv ξξ  ( vv ′≠ ), 1,4/1||min −∈<− nSξξξ v . 
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To estimate v12I , we need the inequality 
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where 2/1≥b  ensures nibiibn ,1,0)21( =≤+−−  and taking into account this, ||~|| 0ξξ  
and |||| 0 ξξξ C≤−  we can obtain the following estimate of 12I . 
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From (3), (6) the following estimate is obtained. 
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For the case of 1|| ≥t , φ=ΩΩ I1  and hence 0),(11 =xtI . 
Taking into account Lt m ≤≤− 1|| /1 , ),(13 xtI  is estimated in the following. 
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From (8), (9) 
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Again from (7), (10) the proof is completed.□ 
Theorem 2 Under the same assumption with theorem 1, there exists a certain constant 0>C  
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Remark Yao [2] obtained the following estimate under )( bH . 
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Thus Theorem 1 improves (decreases) the superscript of time t  from ρ  in Yao [1] to the small value 
2/n− . In the meantime if we assume that 1=b ,  the estimates is equal to the estimate of Cui [2] when 
1||0 << t  , and is better than mn / ( 2≥m ) of Cui [2] when 1|| ≥t . So our estimates become the best 
one which generalizes Cui [2]. 
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